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abstract: Owing to the growing interdependence of A,sian economy and the promising
growth of Korean economy, Port of Pusan has agreat potential to be.one of the hub ports

in the Pacific Rim countries. Port of Pusan recorded 2.75 millions TEU of container
handling in 1992, and ranked the fifth biggest container port in the world. This paper

analyzed port competitiveness and summarized the international freight flow from/to Korea
around the East and Southeast Asia (i.e Hongkong, Singapore, China, Indonesia, Malaysia

etc.) based on various statistical data. The paper also discussed the structural changes of
Korean economy from the viewpoint of international trade, and the reason behind the

tremendous gowth of container throughput at Port of Pusan.

T.INTRODUCTION

Formation of economic bloc organization such as European Commtmity(EC), North
American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) prompted Asia-Pacific countries to reestablish

and consolidate inter-regional relationships within the region. ASEAN countries for
example, are experiencing rapid economic gowth comparable to that of the rapid growth
recorded by Newly Industrialized Economies(NlEs) in the 1970s. This achievement gave a

strong and significant impact to the world economy and by taking EC performance as

comparison, it accounts nearly the same proportion in terms of trade value of the total
international trade(Table l). As for Pan - Pacific countries, the actual transportation of
containerized cargo via main sea routes of the world in 1990s observed an enormous

increased in trade volume. They command 22.lyo and 21.8Yo with Japan - Far East -

North America route and Japan-Far East-Europe route respectively. With the encouraging

economic growth reflected by the ASEAN region, capital investment increased, better
employment opportunities, improved dissemination of trade information and increment of
freight activities. Taking these to Korea's perspective and fittingly being centrally position
economically in the East and Southeast Asia region, Korea can be visualized as the hub

for raw and intermediate material goods. More specifically, Pusan Port in Korea is capable

of becoming an intemational trade center with the increase of the physical trade transaction.
This phenomenon demand the review of the existing port functional purpose. Expansion of
physical structures and providing higher level of servicc are the priorities need to be

addressed if the role as the major gateway for trade transaction is to be met.

In order to establish the relevance and importance ofPusan port, this paper discussed the
ports in East and Southeast Asia region(Singapore, Hongkong, Kaoshiung, Kobe) which
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are the main competitors. It is then followed by the a alyzing the transformation of Korean
trade corresponding to world and Asia economy based on the International Trade Statistics
Yearbooh Statistical Yearbook of Foreign Trade, Statistical Yearbook of Shipping and
Ports of Korea, and The Trend of Foreign Trade, as the main references. This paper also
study the structural changes experienced by the industrial sector in Korean economy and

analyzed the container freight flow according to Korea trade volume in the East and
Southeast Asia. Insight to the port development strategies were also deliberated with
proposed solutions to the problems encountered.

Table l. Proportion of the Pan-Pacific zone to world economy
Uni t: Bi I I ion US$, X

Yea Iorld Pan-Paci f ic Regoin(Ieightage European Connuni ty(EC)(Ieightage
GNP 980 l 1790 1630 (37.0) 3037 (25. 8)

987 l 5?89 7590 (s0 4) 428'l <27.2)
Trade

Va lue
980 3 838 1368 (35.7) 1465 (38.2)

987 4?6,1 r?50 (36.5) r9l3 (40.0)
r Area:[orea,Japan,Anerica;Canada,Australia,Ner zealand,ASEIN 6 Countries,Tairan,Hongkong

Tairan, llongkong (Pacific Circle)
I Source:JournaI of the Xorean lnstitute of Port Research

2. ANALYSIS OF PORTS COMPETITTVENESS

2.1 Criteria of Evaluation

There are many criteria for evaluating port competitiveness, but this paper selected only 3

main criteria; port facility charge, service, and port charge.

1) Facility level
Table 2 shows that Kobe port as having the most surplus facilities while Pusan port having
the worst condition. In terms of productivity of port (handling cargo TEU/length of berth
'm', hour, berth), Pusan port performance is in the middle level(Table3).

* G:Gantry crane, [: 'ranster crane. 5: e carrier;nunber
l* Sor-rrce:Journal of the Korean Institute of Port Research

*l Pusan based on JASUNGDAE

l** Source:Journal of ttrc (orean Institute of Port Research
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Pusan port is also confronted by several major problems in particular congestion due to the
increasing freight and insufficient container exclusive berths as shown by table 4. Figures for
other ports are not available.

Table 4. Status of congestion@ort of Pusan)
Status of Port of

s of arrived sh
** Ratio:Cmgestiqr ratio(faiting ships/Arrived ships)
**r Days:laiting tine for berthir8
**t* Source:Jor.rrnal of the Korean Institute of Port Research

2) Service level
The service level in the container exclusive port need'to deal with comprehensively
including navigation aids, handling work transportdtion, storage, delivery, information, and
operating management system. Only storage and liner sevice were considered. As shown in
table 5 , port of Pusan permitted 9 days for the free storage period and recorded the most
expensive of the overcharge standard on l0 days basis. Liner service is not good either
(Table 6).

Unit:1990.10 lon

rge Deilns cargo
** Sqrrce:Journal of the l(orean Institute of Port Research

Table 6. Service of liner ships, routes, and frequency

I of Service(Liner Ship's

* Frequency based on over l,000 TEU ship in l99Z
tt Source:Journal of the Korean Institute of Port Research

3) Port charge
In this criteria, Kobe port offers the most expensive charges while Pusan port ranked thelst
position as in Aug. 1993. Port of Pus.an has the best rate in cargo handling charges(Table 7).

Unit:lillion lon in

reans carSo
tt 30,000GT Cootainer Ship, 24hr Berthing, 1,200 TEU handling, 600 IDU l0 days stomse.
Itl Source:Journal of the l(orean lnstitute of Port Research

Table 5. Service level for the free storage

Table 7. Port's charges
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In this analysis of ports competitiveness, Singapore consolidated its position as being the

top ranked port followed by Hongkong Pusan, Kaoshiung, and Kobe based on port
productivity only. But for ship's service level, Hongkong, Singapore, Kobe, Pusan, and

Kaoshiung are positioned in this order in terms of providing good service.

3. ANALYSIS OF KOREA TRADE ON VALUE BASIS

3.1 Recent Trend of Korea Trade

Although Korean trade recorded a ratio of high extension of 26.40/o in export for 3 years

consecutively after 1986, the ratio plummeted and maintain an average of 6.30/o per year

from 1989 to 1993. For 1994 the ratio rose to l6.8Yo mainly due to the increase of export
volume directly related to the economic recovery of developed countries such as the United
States and the appreciation of Japanese Yen. Meanwhile, the trend of import showed

continuous decreasing pattern after 1987, but an upsurged to 22.4o/o in 1994 mainly due to
raw material importation as reported in Korea domestic business recovery.

3.2 Historical Changes of Korea Trade by Area

For the year 1986 to 1993, total export value to South'America and Africa increased from
2.6Yoto 6.0% a4d from l.2Yo to 1.8% respectively. Significant increased was observed for
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Figure l. Distribution of trade value by area

Asia region with sharp increased from28.5Yo in 1986 to 47.|yo in 1993. For the year 1986

to 1993, export decreased for these areas; North America - 43.6yo to 23.7Yo, middle East -
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6.4'/oto 4.502, Europe -15.3o/oto l4.9Yo, and Oceania -1.9/oto l.7Yo. On the other hand,
for the year 1986 to 1994, total import value increased for most areaVcountries but for Asia
and South Americq a decreased trend was observed from 46.4Yoto 4l.4Yo and from 4.0%
to 2.8Yo respectively(Figure I ).

3.3 Historicel Anelysis of Tredc Growth by Commodity

An increment pattern of trade growth to all general articles, while for the share of the whole
trade, difference exists and varies. Export increased continuously for products like chemical,
plastics and rubber articles, wood pulp or of other fibrous cellulosic, machinery and
chemical appliances, vehicles, aircraft, vessels and associated transport equipment.
Machinery and mechanical appliances recorded an exceptionally rapid $owth of 37.5oh to
the total export value in 1994 as compared to 19.4%o registered in 1986. Based on 1994
import datq machinery and mechanical appliances consumed the highest value with 3l.3yo
to the total import value, followed by mineral products, base metals and product of base
metal, products of chemical or allied industries, vehicles, aircraft, vessels and associated
transport equipment. Among these items, machinery and mechanical appliances, and
transport equipment show an increment of 27.9yoto3l.3oh and from 4.9%oto 5.3Yo
respectively in terms of total import value.

4. ANALYSTS OT KOREA TRADE ON VOLUME BASIS

4.1 Distribution of Korea Trade Volume with the Pacific Rim Countries

Figure 2 illustrates the trade volume recorded for East and Southeast Asia (such as,
Hongkong, singapore, Indonesi4 Malaysia etc.), Japa:1 china and America.'Export volume
from thise areas command a ratio of 74.9Yo to the total export of Korea in 1994 as
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compared to 48.3Yo in 1986. America and Japan accounted for 14.8%o and 24.9yo
respectively, followed by China, Hong Kong, Singapore whose proportion were 9.302,
7.4Yo,4.8Yo respectively in 1994.

In 1994, the import volume from the Pacific Rim countries contributed a ratio of 3l.2Yo
to the total import volume of Korea. For the same year, America with the quantity of 23.7
milliontgn provided 9.2ohof the impcirt value, while China, Indonesia and Japan forming
7 .\yo, 5 .lyo, 4. 5% respectively for'the same year.

4.2 Distribution of Korea Trade Volume by Item

For the export volume, the products of chemical or allied industries, plastics and articles
thereo{, and textiles and textile articles showed a trend of big increase, especially to the
products of chepical or allied industries with an increment of l4.0Yo to the total export
volume in 1990 (2.9%oin 1986). Products of chemical or allied industries vehicles-1, aircraft,
vessels and associated transport equipment-2, base metal and articles of base metal-3, and
mineral products4 are the four major article groups in Korea export trade.

For import volume based in 1990, the mineral products ranked top in the list and it
consumed 66.6% to the total import volume. Wood and articles of wood, base metals and
products of base metal, vegetable products, products of chemical or allied industries, and

wood and articles of wood increased gradually whilst vehicles, aircraft, vessels and other
transport equipment decreased.

5. ANALYSIS OF KOREA PORT CARGO

5.l Trend of General Cargo

Seaborne cargo in Korea reached a high level of 285.6 million tons in 1992 due to rapid

economic growth and increased in trade volume. Cargo import and export accounted for
78.0%(222.7 million ton) and 22.0%(62.9 million ton) respectively of the total port cargo.
(Figure 3)
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Figure 3. Trend of general cargo in Korea
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5.2 Tnnsaction of Korer Container Cnrgo

Corresponding to the changed in industrial structure and active economic growth, container
cargo increased rapidly in response to the changing of cargo mode in terms of import and

export of goods. In 1980s, Korea ranked l4th in the world by handling 0.688 million TEU
of container cargo(Figure 4). With the growh ratio of 12.604 annually for 12 years, this
position was promoted to 9th place in 1990 justifying the handling of 2.75 million TEU.

M

1500

1e8s 1e86'%or.""lffi.i"ti"LTev""'uo1offit sniifrlg *affi3t"
Figure 4. Level of container cargo transaction in Korea

In terms of container cargo by region, figure 5 shows that the export quantity of container

cargo bound for Southeast Asia exceeded that of North America while for South America

the quantity increased gradually since 1991.
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Figure 5. Transaction ofKorea container cargo by area

Import of container cargo from Southeast Asia increased rapidly while Europe shows

constant increased. It can also be seen that export quantity bound for/in Japan and North
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America remain at the same level. Container cargo for Southeast Asia contributed 42.7%
that is 28.5% of the whole transaction of container cargo handled in Korea in 1994. As for
import, Southeast Asia is still below the quantity level attributed by the route of the route
bound for North America but the gap is reducing rapidly.

5.3 Cargo Transaction in Pusan Port

1) General cargo
fu the gateway of Korea" Pusan port commanded l8.7yo of the cargo transaction and thus
contribute substantially to the rapid economic growth of' Korea. In 1992, it contributed

Source: Statistica earbook of ShippinS and
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Source:Statistical Yearbook of Shipping and Ports

Figure 6. Comparison of container cargo in Port of Pusan

l}.lo/o and 46.7oh for import and export respectively impllng that Port of Pusan plays
a major role as an export port. Table 8 shows that Port of Pusan has reduced the coefficient
ofutilization for general cargo transaction.
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2) Container cargo
According to Containerization International Yearbook 1994, in 1992 Pusan port handled
2.75 million TEU of container cargo, and ranked the 5th in the world. It handled
exceeding 95Yo of the total container transaction in Korea. Figure 6. shows the trend of
container cargo handling quantity increasing year by year in terms of TEU, but decreasing
with tonnage.

6.SIIMMARY

From 1985 to 1994, Korean trade experienced an increase in export and import ratio with
the growth recorded as l3.l% and 13.3o/o respectively. In 1993, it ranked l3th and
contributed 2.2o/o to the world trade. In terms of trade volume, the growth ratio of the
export and import are9.2oh and l2.3Yo respectively.

Changes in economic activities brought about changes to the trend of export and import of
goods. For example, main export goods based on value in 1986 sequentrally were textiles
and textile articles-a, machinery and mechanical appliance, . electrical equipment parts
thereof-b, vehicles, aircraft, vessels and associated transport equipments-c, but the sequence
changed to the order of b, a, c in 1994. This changes were t5e result of the transformation
of Korea industrial structure from labour intensive to capital intensive industry.

In the case of import goods in 1986, the value order were machinery and mechanical
appliances; electrical equipment; parts thereof-a, mineral products-b, products of the
chemical or allied industries-c, base metals and articles of base metal-d, but the priority
changed to the order of a,b,drc in 1994. Due to the capital intensive'industry policy
adopted, main import goods (a,b) remain unchanged and they command an average ratio of
47.8% (1986-1994) to total import value. Import was largely concentrated on high added
value goods (machinery, precision instrument etc.) from high technology countries such as
Japan and U.S.A..

In 1986, the volume export sequence in terms of quantity were mineral products-a, base
metal and articles of base metal-b, vehicles, aircraft, vessels and associated transport
equipment-c, but the order changed to c, b, a in 1990. Heavy and chemical industry policy
implemented from 1970s was the reason for the changes.

For import volume, the order of importance were mineral products-a, vegetable products-
b, base metals and products of base metal-c, vehicles, aircraft, vessels and associated
transport equipment-d in 1986, but b and d were replaced by wood and articles of wood,
and vegetable products respectively in 1990. The replacement was due to the increase in the
import of labor intensive industrial goods as a result of the changes undergone by Korea
industrial structure.

Through the experienced gathered from advanced countries practicing import control and
those countries that had undergone depression in domestic business, the change in flow of
trade is influenced by regions and countries. This deduction can be explained by the fact that
trade to America and Japan based on value decreased between the year 1986 to 1994. Both
America and Japan recorded export reduction of 40.0Yo to 2l.4Yo and l5.6Yo to l4.lYo
respectively while for import from 34.4Yo to 24.8Yo pertinent to Japan only. Regional

2,li)
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analysis indicated the level of trade dependent on U.S.A.and Japan has decreased, the ratio

gr.ut"r with Japan than U.S.A. This is as a result of Korea main import goods - base metals

and articles of base metal, iron and steel command 9.8Yo, of the total import value while

machinery and mechanical appliance; electrical equipment; parts thereof; with 31.3%. For

the same goods, import from Japan decreased from 50.1% to 28.0y" in 1986 and from

S5.g% to 4l.5yo in 1994 respectively owing to the development of heavy and chemical

industry, and electric Parts.

The scale of Korean trade to the East and Southeast Asia is also increasing and in terms of
value, the export ratio increased from 9.9Yoto29.5yo and import from 10.8% to 15.0%.

Volume wise, export increased from 2l.4Yo lo 35.loh and import from l2.lYo to l7.soh.

From these statistical facts, it has adequately proven that export and import trend increased

between the period of 1990 to 1994., from 22.3%o to 48.7Yo and 17.60/o to 20.loA

respectively. It is also observed that the trade to Europe is also increasing gradually for

export and import by the amount of 4.3%,to 9.1Yo and 0.6%o to 0.8% respectively in the

period tgg}-lgg4. On the other hand, for 10 years duration (1985-1994), the total ratio of
port cargo to America and Japan is declining. For export, America and Japan registered a

reduction of 4l.l%o to 20.OYo and 28.5oh to l9.7yo respectively while import from 7.3% to

4.1Y, and 24.9o/o to 17.6yo respectvely. After 1980, according to the diversification policy

of export market, freight flow structure by region conformed as the pattern mentioned

above.

With this argument, together with the Korean active economic growth and the changes in

the industrial structure, the existing port cargo type also changes. In other words, the

container cargo quantities increased due to the the rapid increment of the capital materials

but a slowdown of the exportVimports of raw materials, which in turn warrant for the

speedy and safety handling ofthe cargoes. Rightly so, the growth ratio ofcontainer cargo

recorded an average 12.(i% per year for the period l0 years(1980-1990). Thus for Korea,

Port of Pusan plays the main role as an export port focusing on capital materials and

finished products rather than raw materials catering for the cargo import supplied by Korean

industrial sectors. Port of Pusan also deals with general cargo with l8.5yo from the total

port cargo and exceedingglYo ofthe total container cargo ofKorea.

T.FUTURE TRADE PROSPECTS AND PORT DEYELOPMENT STRATEGIES
(DESCRIPTIYE ANALYSN)

7.1 Future World Trade ProsPects

Active international trade sees todays' world economy turning to a single economy system,

engaging individual countries to stamp their dominancy in reaping the trade exchange to

thCir benefit. Recently, the world trade operation concentrated around the West Europe

and West coast of North America, but eventually transformed it into an economic bloc and

changed the world trade system by establishing a new order of world economy under the

influinced of industrial products activity from Pacific coastal countries. One of the keynote

in diversification of world trade center is to undergo changes in cargo transportation

system. Activities from 1970 to 1988 saw the world trade increased 8.7 times the trade

value, with a modest increased of 1.4 times the trade volume. These indicators mean that

the average price per ton cargo is increasing gradually implying containerized cargo as a
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solution to international transportation. Forecast on container cargo leads to the trend of
increase proportion in general cargo and trade volume as shown by Table 9. And these
trend of world trade affected Korea trade to certain extent, the scale of investment to
ASEAN increased gradually reaching US$235.3 million in June 1988. It accounts 75.60/o to
the total foreign investment, comprising of Indonesia( 24 articles, US$184.1 million, 78.zoh
to the total ASEAN investment), Malysia( l8 articles, uS$28.3 million, lz.oyo),
Singapore( l0 articles, uS$4.7 million, 2.0%'), and Philippine( 4 articles, US$2.6 million,
l.l%). Thus, it can be seen that increased of foreign investment in turn increase the freight
flow volume.

7.2 Future Korea Trade Prospects

Pan-Pacific countries, maximizing efforts of interdependence among members in the area
of capital, material, and technology witnessed the emergence of several different industries.
Service industry for Hongkong and Singapore, manufacturing industry of Kore4 Taiwan
and agriculture industry for China and ASEAN countries. For China and ASEAITI,
industrialization is fast catching up. America and Japan are supplying a huge market to
these areas with industrial products together with high capital assistance while ASEAN
provide cheap labour forces. Oceania provides first industrial products and Far East
Russia, area of highly demanding raw material market. With this economic chairl
investment and trade volume increased rapidly together with the specialization of human
resource sector.

Table 9. Trend and forecast ofcargo container transaction:1970-2000

*ForecastinS based on 198?' constant price

l+lncluded local and transhipment cargo
l*t Source:Journal of the Korean Institute of Port Research

Northeast Asia economic cooperation will remained unperturbed because of existing
comparative advantage and greater mutual cooperation they shared together. Gven Japan
capital assistance and superior technology, with China, Russia and North Korea provision
of raw materials and cheap labour forces, together with Korea middle technology, the
economic growth and trade volume of Northeast Asia will expand and experience a rapid
growth. Taking advantage of Korea geopolitical position, and venture into converging
investment of frontier industry, Korea intermediate industrial structure will be match up to
the light industry and low added value heavy industry of ASeeN. In addition to middle
material, machinery, industry instrument and electronic industry contributed by highly active
Pan-Pacific area, and high added value of frontier industry and finance service of U.S.A.and
Japan. Foreign investment of Korea increased to US$1,442 million in 1989 from US$153.1
million in 1988. Of this value Pacific zone contributedT5.6Yo to the total amount. On the

Year

Cargo container transaction value CarSo container transaction volulle Port freight volune

. fii I lon TEU)US$ latio to rorld tradr TEU(llillion) Ton(lli I I ion)
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other hand, Korea also started to invest in other countries like as China, Vietnam, and
Russia. The amount increased gradually, for instance Chin4 US$85 million (l 12 articles) in
1991 to US$622 million (629 articles) in 1993 and Vietnam, Russia commanded US$o, I I
million ( l0 articles) in l99l to US$l16 million ( 40 articles), US$140 million (29 articles)
in 1993 respectively. This will progressively increase the value and volume of Korea trade
overseas.

7.3 Port Developement Strategies'

Modern port goes to the extent of non-limited competition under globalization and
internationalization of world trade in order to compete effectively and high load factors
will be essential and port concentration will also be inevitable. Few favoured ports will
become the load centers while others will assume the role of a secondary feeder . In other
words, this modern port should be a service center and a logistic platform for international
trade and transport creating a third generation port(Table l0).

On top of putting every effort to be competitive in cost and service, port also has to
focussed on transport and distribution service center. Well planned port development needs
leadtime(*). Latetime (necessityof developmeni) implementation will only bring about
tremendous social and economical loss directly and/or indirectly. For lead time development,

Table 10. Evolution of port development concept

First generation Dort Second generatlon port Thlrd generation port
Per icd Prior 1960 Betreen 1950 to 1980 llicr 1980

Ihin cargo Breat bult cargo 8ulk.dry, llquld cargo 8ulk. contalner cargo
,tti tude and

rtrategiy for port

ieveloEent

'Tradi t lonal. conscrvativc

'Space transportetion rethod

-Port cnlargereit
'l{ucleus for transportatlo.l
c€ntor of cotrercc and

lndustry

'Proflt orl6nteted

tentcr ol intcrrodalisl
:nd pitot frcight in
lnternatloral trade

lcope of activities l)Cargo loadine/unloading

ard supporting affairs
for naviSation

,)dl tto
l)Transfon of cargo styl6

and corerce and industry

buslness ships' relation

;+z)

)Ccntcr of cargo and

lnfonation lor
lreisht flor

)en. Oraracteristic Independence of port

activities rithin port
)closely connected rith
port user

l)di t to

l)Uni lication ri th regional

socletl
l)EnlarSerent port concept

and crtanization
ipecification of
rroducti function

)Freight flor
)Loadine and unloadint rork

.)+2)

l)Offer rired scrvice

.)+z)+3)

l) Inforration of freight
flor and distrlbution

hin decision

'ar i able

Labour/capi tal Capi ta I TechnologJ rnd lnforration

t Source:Journal of the Korean Institute of Port Research

through analysis of development elements, forecast should be reliable for at least 7 years.
By performing inter-industry analysis, port industry shows backward linkage effect,
implying that port industry is not self supported but relies on various surrounding industrial
development Support. {')Lead time - time oeriorl between olanninq to commissionins for oort develooment
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E. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

This paper analyzedports competitiveness in the East and Southeast Asia, and the changes
of Korean trade structure, comparison of export and import by value and volume, and lhe
transformation of port cargo type, and the strategic position of the pusan port based on
various statistical data corresponding to the changes of world economy and the rapid
development of Korean economy.

Under the evaluation criteria of facility and service level, comparing pusan port and
Kaoshiung port both having about the same scale of import/export, the former has yet to
improve its competitive edge. Comparing with other selected ports in the region also
leading to the same conclusion. Though in the ports competitiveness analysis didin;t directly
indicate the importance of Pusan port in the East Asia region, this aspect can be rupport"i
by the explaination in the succeeding pharagraphs and sections. In additioq in order to
function effectively and efficiently as an international port, Fusan port have to improve the
efficiency of freight handling with specification of exclusive port to meet with the objective
of each port. Taking this phenomenon and assuming the trend to increase continuously,
development of Pusan Port have to emphasize on feeder transportation system,
accomodating service level around Southeast Asia region rather than concentrating on
being a bigger port.

From the viewpoint of the Korean transportation authority, Korea is the nucleus for the
Pan-Pacific Asia and East and Southeast Asia region in terms of economy and industrial
aspects. They are also of the opinion that by capitalizing on the central location, more
cargoes will venture in these region via Korea. These stated potential cannot be capitalized
if the total amount of handled cargo at Port of Pusan which exceeded 350lo more of the
adequate capacity in 1990, causing the level of service to get worse year by year are not
addressed. The present situation has contributed to the decline of economic efficiency and
weaken the international competitive power of Korean products. The effect is more critical
to the container exclusive wharves.

To solve the above problems, port authority plan to operate two port(Pusan and Kwang -
yang) system and build 4 additional berths(50,000 TELD in the 4th step developm"nt piun
(1990-1997) for Pusan port, 10 berths(50,000TEl)build for Kwangyang development plan
(1987-2000). Meanwhile, although there are scattered development carried out io upgrade
Pusan Port facilities but the so called improved capacity handling always lags behind the
rapid increased in trade transaction. In 2001, transaction container freight ari expected to
be 8.21 million TEU in Korea. This volume also will exceed about 0.62 million TEU aboved
two development plan if the indicator of productivity of port berth in 1990 is taken into
consideration

These overdue problems are of huge magnitude if it were to be identi$r and solve directly
through this paper in addition to the difficulty in pin-pointing the forecast of freight flow.
For these to be done, we have to examine not only the analysis of the Korean own i.onory
and trade but also the analysis of other trade partners. .The first factor used in port
development and improvement forecast is the transaction port cargo volume which in iurn
based on domestic economy forecast. To be more accurate, trade forecasting system should
include trade partners economic situation corresponding to the changes of world economy
and trade, and own country's trade. With this in mind, port authorities need to analyze the

2.17
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commodities of each trade partners and the changes of industrial structure at port

vicinity. Figure 7 shows the elements of port development from viewpoint of freight flow.

This paper ii just the required platform for the further research intended.
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Figure 7. Elements of port development from viewpoint of freight flow
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